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Chapter: 3 

Cultural Reconstn1ctio.n aud Subject Making 

'• 

This chapter focuses ;:on the nature of colonialism and its characteristics behavior in 

colonial India. which was conditioned by the imperial role founded on the myth of 
'"'-~ 

Britain's racial and cultural superioril) and moulded by the colonial ethos. Generally 

colonialism can be defined as the total system ni' imp..:rialist domination over a pre 

capitalist country. Salemn Stephen says: ·· It is by Jdinition tmns historical unspecit1c, 

and it is used in relation to a very ditTcrent kirod of cultural oppression and economic 

control:'1 The rhetoric of power based on the destiny of the British as a governing race 

generated an imperial mystique that provided an image nl'the ideal ruler and ollcrcd him a 

role to play. The brave, daring and masculine Englishman - ·· the man who knew how to 

command.''- That was the heroic ideal to be projected bel'nrc the savage and uncivilised 

I 
native.2 Colonialism almost invariably implies a relation of structural domination and a 

suppression. often violent. of the heterogeneity of the subject in question.3 Colonialism 

being _itsel~· a cultural project of,ctllltrol .it,s afljrma~ion came through various process, 

inciuding cultural technologies of rule in which English education was to become a firm 

tool. The word ·subject making· as us..:d in this sludy means construction' of a category of 

the colonised subsen ient to the British way of lite or British policy. Education thus 

became an instrument of subject making. 

II 

The question of originality and its lack seems to haunt much or the work on colonialism 

and the postcolonial condition at the current jum:ture'.~ The preoccupation with originaiity 

. i 
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and secondariness has of course a histor~. on'c"ti,at' is lh:quently rehearsed. Its origin can 

be traced back to Macaulay's notorious .. Minutes on Lnglish Education" of I 835, that the 

learned Indian should be allowed t~ absorb English culture and that·· a class of persons, 

Indian in blood a1· 1 c~iour, but Englbh in tast~.:s. :n opinions. in morals and intellect" was 
'· ;, 

to be created.5 In the politics of identifying ·authentic' natives. several strands ofthe word 

· identificatior(,~re at stake: e.g., how do \\1.! idenlil)· the native? how do we identify with 

it? how do we construct the native's identity? what processes of identification are 

involved? 

In mariy critical discourses, the image i"> implicitly the place where battles are fought and 

strategies of resistance negotiated.(' Frantz Fano11 in his book Litled Black Skin, While 

Masks writes on the conflictual econ01'nics of colonialism and racism: .. For the black man 

there is only one destiny, and it is white".7 Fanon. elaborating on the necessity of violence 

in the native's formation, asks '.What does the black man want?' Homi K. Bhabha's 

argun~ent is that 'the black man wants the objecti(ying conli'<mtation with otlu!rness'. He 

indicates that the criticism of the history of colo111alism via the problematic or the natives 

identification can in fact lead to an understanding nf the larger problems ur otherness that 

do ·not necessarily emerge exclusively :n anticolonial discourse. 8 Rcy Chow's essay ' 

Where Have All the Natives Gone?' intervenes in one of' the most he.ated discussio~s in 

contemporary post colonial theory: the ·native' as silent object or speaking subject. He 

writes. "it needs to be rethought as thm which hears witness to its own dcn1olition _:. ir~-~~
form that is at once image and gaze., but gaze. that c:-;cceds the moment r,f coloriizatio·n."

9 

Chow·insists on the commodification or the.·riat)-.:~:·but attempts to steer a path between 

the ·native· and the native as ' the site of uuthe111 icity and true knowledge• .
10 

She argues ·· 

that the native is an ' indifferent defiled 
· • II 1mage . In the tina! analysis the British: · 

, I. 
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construction of the native man and woman boils down to state of .uni- genderatity 

composed of the following characteristics: the native man is. physically weak and inactive, 
, ·It''·' !••, 

co\vard, extremely crooked and utterly dishonest. \\hile the native woman is illiterate, a 

repository of superstitions, devoid of sri f-con fide nee and depended on men folk. 

Edward Said, in his 'Orienta/ism·. explored the polilical implications of the Jbove coloni-:;-

construct of the oriental society. Said stn.:sses over the point that the urgency for a moral 

support for the continuation of the colon izei· as induced to them to fabricate a view of the 

oriental society which they propagated as empirical truth. D. Maya finds· these white men 

reaching across the barriers of culture to estabi1.:;h enduring relationships with Indians. 

This was made possible by an enrichment of mind achieved through eager curiosity to 

explore lnd i:u1 culture, I iteraturc. an.~l . n;J igion · .. 1 ~ The posit ion of Said is empirically 
' . ~ ~ 

I 
supported by his random sampling of some in1p0rtant intellectual branches of British in . 

. .. . . . 
India particularly in the assembling of data in the census reports. anthropological reports · 

and district gazetteers. The British impr:rialists in India mainly represented a cross section 

ofthe BritishburL'atll.:l'acy that formed the administrativc machinery ofthe Raj in the post. 

" 
mutiny era. But their observations on thc state of society among the Asiatic subjects of 

Great Britain. particularly with respect to morals was derogatory. Charles Grant recorded 
"-

his conviction that conquest has been made in Indian interest as .. the means not mere!~ of 

displaying a government unequalled in I.ndi<} ... bc administrative justice, kindness and 

moderation. not merely of increasing the security of' the subjects and prosperity of the 

country, but ofadvancing social happinc>s. of a meliorating the moral state ofman, and of· 

extending a superior light". 13 The British histo~ian James\Mill avl~idcdjustifying conquest,'~ · 
. . . . . . . . 

but stressed the possibility of compcnsation f'or" thc peoplc of India. for the miseries of.·. 

that misgovernment which, they had so lt,g emiqred".
1
-l 
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Kipling's India, in Kim, has a quality ofp~rf(mnancc and inevitability that belongs notjust 

to that wonderful nm !.·I but to British India. its hi!'>tory. administrators. and apologists ·and, 

no less important, to the India fought fi.1r by tndiun nationalists as their colllry to be WQ.f1_ 

back. By giving an account of thi~ series of pressures and counter pressures in Kipling's 

India, we understand the process of lmperi<ilis1ii itself as the great work of art engages 

them, and of larer anti-imperialist resista11ce. 15 Kim is. as unique in Rudyard Kipling's life 

and career as it is in English literature. It appeared in 190 I. twelve years atler Kipling had 

left India, the place of his birth and the country with which his name will always be 

associated. Rudyard Kipling's importance in the definition. ilrwgination. the formulation 

of what India "as to the British cmpirl' in its mature phase. just bdi.1re the whtile edifice 
! 
: 

began to spilt and crack, is undeniable. Kim was written not just from the dominating 

viewpoint of a white man in a colonial possession but n·om the perspective of a massive 

colonial system whose economy. functioning. and history had acquired the status of a 

virtual fact of nat.: ;-i.: •1i' ·r:hosc works or I itemture whose man i lest subject is empire, have 
il 

an inherently untidy, _1~veh unwiel~~ .asp~.:ct in so ti·aught. so dcnscly charged a political 

setting. Evcr)"tt9v~list and every criti~.: or theorist oiYuropean novd nott:s its institutional 

character. lmper]alism and myths of the Whiteman's superiority was propagated by 

writers like Kipling. He had generated a dream ol' empire and an illusion of sacrifice that 

provided the inspiration to come to India. From the Indian perspective. the imperialist role 
• . • ,· '' • 1 • II• !II •• I , . . 

can only be described, as Benita Parr) has apll~' termed it. as an instance of '' superb 

insolence". blind '"ethnocentricity" and .. total egocentricity''.
17 E. M. Forster's A 

,,·.:.·.· 

Passage to India is a masterpiece and it is iaid in India about 1920 and it deals ~it,~,:\ 
• ' '0 :\ .... :•~ • ' ''; ' '•-", .. T o 

. :·:: -~·:::·~ " 

tension between the natives and the British. The Britisher's, as masters enjoyed life ~~t · .. · , 

their arrogance and contempt lor th~.: Indians imd alienated them. Tht: Britishcr's had:;_~: ·.:-: 

" 
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deep convictior~ that they belonged to a superior race and must not mix with the Indians 

""''"' who were inferior to them. Englund is l\l he a :king· Pr tlw globe. a sccplred isle, a source 

of light' for all the world, its-youth were to be colonists whose lirst aim was to advance the 

power of England. 1 11 Ronny lleaslop; nne of the clwractcrs of A l'as.\'lll{e to India 

represents the young British otlicial and he felt his main business in India was to maintain 

peace for the safety ofthe British Empire. I k could sacrilkc his own interests for the sake 

of the British rule. He was content to live. like ai 1 olhl!r l·:ngl ish men scattered in different· 

parts of the empire. 

The application of those theories were amply prt~jected in the case of Bengal where the 

British established themselves as the rulers and r.he process of westernization took place 

with complete political authority. The British had conducted the forces of cultural 

penetration in a very subtle and intelligent -way. The British political ofticers while 

reflecting on the ways of the Indians in their writings, revealed thl!ir inimical attitude of 

contempt tor an interior and conqucrL·d people. ·!'11c Luropcan views of the Bengalis, as 

cowards, physicallj \, cak and without any courage ''ere a I most unanimous. In a book 

writing in I 792 Charts Grants painted thl! Bengalis in the blackest colour !dishonest aflcl 

corrupt. This describe them as inferior to the nw<;l h<ickward classes in Etirope, Lat~r in 

1813 the Marquis of Hastings n:lcrr~d In the lkngalis as kading almost an animal life. 
o ,,,,,,, ;,, ,; •·- ,j''' •I;' \:!'•• I ' ' 

The historian Mill expressed a similar view in I Sl Swill Maeeaulay tol) drew a dark and 

dismal picture of.the Bengalis in his own inimitubl~: styk. 19 The Collector in the District 
! 

Census Report of 1891 recorded the lollowing remarks · the ·people of Rajshahi are 

steeped in lethargy. from which they cannot be awakened: owing to the fertility of the soil, 

the people of ti1is district arc not. so lar as.~J can ascertain. driven to the necessity of 

seeking occupation elsewhere"?1 l-Ie li.1rther says ·· they remain contented with their,, 

homes, even though their homes -may be situateJ in a very hotbed of malaria"?' The: ·· 
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""-~ 
country, as the British found, was divided into di ffcrcnt races, sects and religions. Writing 

. . ' 

about the Mohammadans, W.Crooke in Imperial Cia=etteer (~lfnclia vol.l, the 1-lidayatis i.e. 

the progressive class and the Bcha<hiytis i.e. the conservative class . SJ was the caste 

ridden HindLJ society. The British rcgankd both the llindus and Muslims as two separate 
'. 

communities having different culturcs.traditions. religion. economic system, laws of 

inheritance etc. The European officiais believed tl,at all Indians were untrustworthy and 

criminals at heart. A Siale Paper writte•l in 1772. run "!natives! arc not, like the robbers 

in England, individuals driven to such desperate courses by sudden want. They are robbers 

by profession. and even by birth. They are formed into regular coimnunities, ~nd their 

families subsists by the spoils which they bring i.ome to them".~~ E.M. Froster in his A 

Passage to india spoke of· a minor incident had ignited the spark of racialism'.23 Dr. 

Mouatt, the Director of Public Instructions, was reported to have said at a prize 

distribution meeting that 'Indians were liars·.~-! This incident was the theme ofthc editorial 

The Stalemans entitbi ·Colonial Logic' which published in 1876: The D.P.I was reported 

to have said that '' if a single Englishman who cat~ conscientiously affirm Ur he believed

the native to be his equal, either morally. socially. physically. or. in tact, ir1 anyone .way 

that it is possible for one t.nan to the equal of .mother." he is wrong for the native is 

inferior to the European in evcrything.:!5 

The British viewed; racial antagonism with diflcrent IH.:ritagc and history; without desiring 

to understand the other. They conceived the native as ·· internally fi·agmented, 

heterogeneous. :1 mosaic of languages and ctlmicities ... ~c. II. Risley's ' 1'l1e People of 
! 

India, threw light on this aspect: .. we must n'ot f(.)rgct that India is not yet a nation; .\Ve: .. 
I . . ·. :· :,~. ,. . 

must not forget that it is a congeries or races. which an: not always friendly to each other: . 
''-· ... 
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we must not forget the ancient hr:!e;. the ancient clash in!.! of caste and creeJs which sti-~--. ~ 

hold India under their vice like grip;··:!, 

They further viewed that they have no common language. In 191 I. 220 languages 

(including 38 minor dialects) spoken by 313 millions. were recorded?x Risley believed 

that ' though the linguistic jealousies of Hindus and Muhamadans as to the script and 

vocabulary of the lang1,1age will not readily be appeased·?> The British claimed that the 

English langua!!c was to be the unil~·ing l(wc_c. Risley dreamed of future when English 

would ··become the lingua ji·w1L'll of the. three hundred million~. who inhabit the Indian 

. ..]{) emp1re. 

The British were critical about native culture: it was not a unified one. The contlict 

between the Hindus i'and the Muslims and a constant lack of trust between these 
•' 

. . ~.\' 
communities featured' in a very prominent way in their writings. In the series of lectures 

published und6:'"the title,·;; Ti1e £:~;J~msion (?( Engl;tncl" Sir John Seeley spoke of rei igion 

· as •· the strongest and .most important of the clements which go to constitute nationality", 

but this was no so in India whe~e rcligicn divided people:11 His general proposition as to 

the i_ntluence of religion upon nation<Jiity seems. to lose sight of the historical fact that 

while community of religion strengthens and con~olidates national sentiment, religious 

differences create, .distinct types within a nation and tend to perpetuate separate and 

antagonistic interests. Another observation or Sir Henry Cotton, who points out that" it is 

impossible to be blind to the general character or the relations between Hindus and 

Muhammadans; to the jealously which exists und manifests itself so frequently, even 

under British rule, in local outbursts ~1!' pop~1!ar. limaticism: and religion::; friction which. · 
... '•·'-'· . . . 

I' 

occasionally accompanies the celebration ol' the Rctm .f.ila or the /Jakr ld or. ttie ... 

p 
Muharram.·· 
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Cromer says, ·· Orientals were conccivcd by. thc "csl as · subjcct rat:cs' and their 

government as the government of sub.ie•:t races··. 11 II. Rislcy in his nu· l'eople c~f India 

attempted to classify the races of India on the basis or anthropometry; the existing 

population represented a mixture of various race:s that had amalgamated within the 

historical period.34 H. Conrad similarly used r.olonial accounts of ' lazy natives'.35 

Therefore, it is cohesiveness but fragmented in nature. The orient was almost totally 

ignorant of west.. Their basic arguments \vas thitt oricnwl society was not a mono I ith and a 

mosaic of ethnic and cultural fragments. 

Ill 

j{ 

Edward Said's splen9idly written culture & llllfJerialism provides an analysis that ' all 

" cultures tend ~"make representations of foreign ';ultures the better to master or in some 

way control them' .36 Because it requires the study of .western knowledge or 

representations of the non- European world to a study or both those representations and 

the political power they express. For example. nineteenth centuries do not merely 

reproduce the outlying territories. Said \\rote · they work them out. or animate-them, using 

narrative technique and historical and exploratory attitudt:s and positive ideas of the sort 

provided by thinkers ... these develo)1cd and accented the essentialist positions European 

culture proclaiming that Europeans should rule, nun- Europeans be ruled. And Europeans 
\ 

did rule' .37 In the system of education designed lo1· India, students were taught not only 

English literature but also the inherent superiority or the English race. Contribut'ors to the 

emerging science of ethnographic observati01a. as described by George Stocking, carried 

with them scrupulous tools of analysis and. also an array of images, notions, qua~i~.: 
., ·. ~·· '. ' 

scientific concepts about barbarism. primitivism, and civilisation; in the nascent discipli~~ 

of anthropology. Darwinism. Christianity. legal history. linguistics. and the. lore of in~repid 
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trave~lors mingled in bewildering c,ombination. Jwne ol' \\'hich wavered, how~ver, when it 

came to affirming the superlative values or white i.e .. LIH!Iish civilisation.1x 

The domination is not inert, but int<.mns metro~olitan cultures in many ways: ' the 

imperial motif woven into the structures of popular culture. fiction, and the rhetoric of 

history, philosophy, and geography. In a very important work Musks c?{( 'onquest Literary 

Study ami British Rule in Indio. Ciauri Viswanathan pruvidL·s an analysis the system of 

British education in India, whose ideo!l1gy derives lh.)Jll Macaulay and 13cntinck, is seen to 

be permeated with ideas about unequal races and cultures that were transmitted in the 

classroom. They were part of the curriculum and pedagogy. It might even have been the 

condition of possibilit~ for colonial dnminatinn. And dcnationalising. the tenor of which 

went to magnil)' British power and to lo\\er and d1!grade Indian men and nwn11crs:'<J 

The historical writings of the 19th century by contemporary Lnglishmen e.g. Jm~es Mill's 

six volumes. Thronton's six volun}es 1/istw:v c~f'tlle /Jritisll Hmpire in India, 13cveridge's 

Comprehensh·e HisiOIJ' c~f India ( 186 7). Trottel·.~ 1/istm:r cd' the British Empire in India 

( 1866) as well as some advanced books written by Mcauo\.vs Taylor ( 1870), Colonel G.B. 

Malleson (1890), Sir Alfred Lyall ( 1894). V.A. Smith (1919). P.E. Roberts ( 1921), and 

Thomson a; ,j Garr,att ( 1934). were ti11gcd by the ~pir!t or imperialism which they inherited 
. • • I • • • • • • • I l • • ' ~. ' • I • •. ' • ' ._ • .. j \. I ,: ' ' • • I I • I • ~ 1 ' J ' ' • 

. as •1 legacy from the British ruk in lndi:1 d;1ring till' prl'eeding ~.:.:ntury. V.A. Smith's 

04iml llistm:r c~f India ( 1919) on u smaller scuk. and The' Cm11hriclge lli.\'tOIT c~{lndia, 

Vols. V ( 1929) and VI ( 1932), furnish 1;1c most typical example of such historical work. 

As R.C. Majumder .. .ts pointed out. they wc1:e products or men who honestly believed in 

the doctrine. · my cd\mtry. right or \Hung'. - and U<;L·d thL· medium of" history to dcfc~.~ . 
. ','· 

British imperialism which had by that time come in fi>r a good deal of criticism both in 
·~ 
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India and abroad. The Cambridge llist. <· t)l" India. Vnls V-VI. the last great historical 

work on modern India written by British his!ori'.lns. looks at India purely from the 

standpoint of British of1icials and stat~smen. Its attention was mainly directed to, and its 

intere~t was primarily concerned with. the British ·dominion and British administration. 

While minute details are given on these poin.ts. the story of Indians. as such. is almost 

completely ignored.40 There was, besides. the (Wcr-powering sense of racial superiority 

which made even some eminent Englishmen. including Governors- General and British 

Cabinet Ministers look upon the Indians as little better than animals or primitive savages.41 

It is therefore scarcely a matter of surprise that t!1e British historians during British rule, 

would give a picture of Indian history. which suffered. to a very large degree, from 

distortion and suppression of truth. bia~;cd judgement. and wrong inference, wherever the 

British prc;stige was likely to be dmnagcd by a nari·ution or actual events .. ~ome moder_n_ 

British historiansoflndia. while have admil!<;d the truth of this charge. Edward Thomson 

in his~· The Other ... published in 1926 describe l~r)w 'the English with the pompous, cold 

blooded religiously of the Raj at its worst. saw Indians and their history as barbaric, 

uncivilized. inhuman.'~2 They describe British lnC:ian history as the ·worst patch in current 

scholarship. ·~3 

i 
IV 

The word· mimicry' in the extract sense in which llomi K. Bhabha speaks of it. His work 

on the unstable economies of identity production in colonial discourse allows us a way of 

reading and that ,;an.throw into nuestion the gro·mds or the entire imperial enterprise.
44 

~ , . . . 
ll 

The process of· mim~~ry· becarnc·~·(nrrt of the ·cultural subversion' of the colonized, wi~h · 

the accepta~.c~gf their education and culture . .In the very process of its enunciation, Horrii <. 

Bhabha spots what he calls ambivalence', · l'ybridization' and · mimicry' .45 He. h~~ ~:. 
' . ~ '' ' \ ·• \ 
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sought an entry into questions or originality and repetition through Lacanian 

psychoanalysis and Derridean deconstruction. ~~~rt where Fannn sees the command to 

mimic as a s.ubjective death scntence.4~> Bhabha plays with the dcconstructive possibilities 

f h I . I .t7 h . , o t at co oma ~Lereotype. In t err debates. Parama Roy remarks: 

Even if one concedl!s \as I do not) that there is a more 

historically persuasive Fanon that exists apart from the one 

Bhabha gives us. it seems to me that critil:al work can 

prcceef only through such violent .. translations .. ; what 
&1 

fascina'ies me more is somcthin6 that Ciatcs .rwtcs. albeit 

.,censoriously: Bhabhas obvious anguish ~111d impatience with 

)'anon's " failures" to sustain ·· hi<> most radical theoretical 

insights".48 

The position held by Parama Roy has a strong CICJlH:nt or generality because it has been 

' 
uni~ersalised by the ' mimicry' theor~ Hlack Skin. lf'llite t\lask or Fanon and later by a 

subtle refinement being brought into rt by Homi K. Bhabha. For, Bhabha observes a 

double-edged effect of' mimicry'. He theorizes · colonial mimicry as tile representation 

of a partial presence that disrupts the colonizers narcissism and su~jects Englishmen to 

profound strain. Bhabha believes that arnbiv tlcnce occurs at the site of colonial 

dominance. He writes ''in the ambivalent world or 'not white I not qLiite ' the founding 

objects of the Western world become the crratk. cec..:nlrk. accidental objets troves of the 

colonial discourse,. the part-objects or presence'·:.\'! 'i 

In an almost identical combative refrain Franz Fancn. (iuyatri Spivuk Chakraborty, Homi 

K. Bhabha. Padmini Mungia. Gauri Viswanathan. etc .. ploughed through the archaeology 

of coioni'al cultural \ubversiveness. The underpin behind the new spurt of anti coioni~l 

confabulation is that the colonizers · qtltural'. re~ponse or reaction to the iculture' of-the · 

colonised has been held ·to be ' color~ial construct:;'. The ambivalence that trnd~r grids the 
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procedure of colonial mimicry produces simultaneuus and incommensurable etTects, 

reestablishin!,! English and Indian identities as part nl" the same operation. The model of 

identity formation proffered by the trope or tl~e .nimic man has been, it should be noted, 

subject to some friendly criticism. Feminists, while sympathetic to theorisations of 

colonial mimicry, have pointed to the gcndered pmvcnance or this figure and have noted 

Bhabha's silence ahnut crucial leminist theori/.atiuns oi' mimicry:'0 Benita Parry's 

arguments·~ the tropes of ·mimicry'. · sly civility'. and ·hybridity' that Bhabha deploys to 

stage what he identities as the ainbivalcncl! of wlqn ial discourses are all derived from the 

colonial prod~l.ion of an educated class or natives".' 1 lie notes that the nature of colonial 

discourse actively encourages the cloaking of subalternity and class identity, its aim being 

.. to substitute metonymically educated coloniul for the nativl! as such".52 None of this, of 

course. is meant to suggest that the work currt:ntly av<iilable on colonial mimicry and 

identilication disallows any engagement with questions or se;:xuality, gender, religion and 

class. 53 

There were three differentcultural marke;:rs by which the cerebral act called ' mimicry' can 

be distinguishcd. 54 The · White Nnhob' is the mylollL'Illl' of the lirst act of white ' 

mimicry' in India in which the whites in the initial phase or their India experience 

willfully subverted their culture by the imitation or the Indian cultural elitism. The second 

phase of white · 1nimicry' is typilkd by t\nthony l:iringhi. Woodroof: etc., and in their 

modenl"'incarnation throuoh the ISKON.riloven1cni. Richard Burton's mimicry being the . ::> 

third certainly came as a sequel ll) th~ Masks cd· F111{1ire ( 'onquest Uterw:v Study and 

British Rule in India by Gauri Viswana!han: His esrionaging in colonial interest placed 

together cult\tral paradigm upon indegcnosity and authenticity. 
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Bhabha's formulation of the inherent umbivalcnee nr colonial discourse and its hybridized 

effects is traversed by related preoccupations and anxieties the necessity for impersonating 

the native or the fear of goi~g native. Based on Richard Burton's Personal Narrative of a 

Pilgrimage to AI !lladina and Macmh ( 1855) as text Parama Roy argues that Burton 

seeks to resignifY rather .than imitate: r~<~tive id~ntit)·. s~) that the native, in order to have 

access to a subject pn-;ition as a native. ean only _llo so modeling himsclfaller Burton;55 In 
1 • •••• , ' 1,'• .1 • 

1843 Richard Burton was appointed regimental inter:preter and was ordered. with the l81
h , I .. ----

Bombay Native Infantry, to Sind. Burton was to stay in Sind and serve under Sir Charles 

Naiper, who had been appointed governor of' the Province. until 1849. Since he had by this 

time already qualified as an interpreter in Hindustani and Gujrati. he soon hired a Persian 

mzmshi teach him Persian, Arabic and Sindhi.56 lJy 1852. cor~ceived of his pilgrimage to 

Mecca and he wrote ah extraordinary two vulwm: trawl boo~. the Personal Narrative of a 

Pilgrimage to AI_ Madina and !llaccoh. Now the suh_icl:l of' positions need to be f()re 

grounded in· a reading of Burton's work. and. Homi K. Bhabha"s work on the unstable 
' . 

economics of identity production in colonial discourse admvs us a way of reading 

Burton's impersonations. Parama Roy admits, "11hahha locates ir} mimicry the site of an 

ambivalence and· uncertainty that can throw into question the grounds or the entire 
1 I , •. ,. I j ,(. 

imperial enterprise. 1 ic .draws our ;I! tent ion to the suhn:rsiw or <tt least the destabilizing 
. ~~ 

l' 

· potential of the md~e that reproduces asymmetrical di l'lcrencc unde1· .the sign of 

assimilation/ ~~meness; the mimic man. the subject in process, functions as a 

supplementary instance that, far from (only)· stabilizing the imperialist self, (also) 

interrupts its coheren~e through defam i I iarization:· 57 Param~ Roy 'tends to induce an . · 

adage to the theoretical posturing of llomi k. Bhabhi1 on fbrmulation of the inherent. 

ambivalence of colonial discourse a111i its 'hybridi1.ed ef'fccts. Speaking about ' The· 
I 

theories of mimic formation' Bhabha says: 



Colonial mimicry is the d\:sirc f(H· a rd(mned. recognizable 

other. as n subjcd 111" diJ"I~;rcllL'~~ th;1t i.'> alllltlSI the same, but 

not quite. Which is to say, that 1:1c discourse of mimicry 
. ,. ' .. ' ..... '\ .. 

must continually produce -its slippage. its excess. its 

ditlerence.58 
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On the basis of the postcolonial discourse mentionet.! above I intend to situate the desire of 

.the British for the. reformative ~rocess. According to the western concept[ pre co;o~~:~-
administrative structure namely cconomil:. social. :e~al and educational etc. was desired to 

' ~ 

be reconstructed. Because the · mimics· identified the British metropolitan culture with 

modernity and the indigenous one as traditional. ~;·he term of" illodcrnisat'ion was not only 

confined to the social forum it was as well extended to administrative reforms. In this 

regard the elite (Roy Bhadur, Khan Bhadur etc.) who were fully influenced by the British 

metropolitan culture played important role to tr:an . .;l(>rlll tlw indigenous culture of the stale. 
I ' • ' 

I 
At the same time they remained u bit sdfi~h. in the process of transtlmnation. They 

segregated themselves as a sepmate cl.tss of their own and for the continuation of their 

identity they felt the presence of the British necessary. They helped -the British to save 

their interest by ruli1ig the country. Thus. the · mimics· desired the continuation of the . u . 
British domination and control in the state. Tl:.:·\' e:\cccdcd the bounds of Macaulay's. 

\ .· , F . 

puppet like ~~ass of interpreters·. The following chapters mainly emphasise the 

application of cultural project through education. as education is another major component 

of identity and representation. 

,._ :·:. : . 
. ·, · .. 

:·-. ·' 
: · .... 
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